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Abstract 
An extension of the Kruskal-Katona theorem to colored hypergraphs was given by Frankl, Fiiredi 
and Kalai in [Shadows of colored complexes, Mathematics Scandinavica]. Here we give a new 
simple proof. 
1. Introduction 
Let B be a k-hypergraph, i.e. F is an ordered pair (Y, 8) where Y is a set of 
elements, and 8 is a set of k-subsets of Y. The size of 9 (denoted by 19 I) is the number 
of elements in 8. 
Let A&F. Then A is called a k-edge or an edge when its size is obvious. The shadow 
of A, denoted by aA, is the set of all (k - 1)-subsets of A. The shadow of F, denoted by 
iI@-, is defined as the union of the shadows of its edges. 
In [l] the authors extend Kruskal-Katona’s ([2,4]) theorem to colored hypergraphs. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a new simple proof of this result. We extend 
a method used by Kleitman for the proof of the standard Kruskal-Katona theorem [3]. 
Let 9 be a k-hypergraph. 9 is said to be n-colored if Y = u:!‘O1 Yi, u 
denoting disjoint union, and for each AEC?, [An Yil< 1 for 06 i< n- 1. 
2. The lexicographic ordering of edges 
Let 9 =(Y, &‘) be an n-colored k-hypergraph, whose elements are in N (non- 
negative integers). Assume YYk = { jE N 1 j = k (mod n)], for 0 <k < n - 1. 
Given this coloring an edge A E& must satisfy for Vi, jeA, i #j that i #j mod n. We 
call a k-subset of N a legal edge if the condition is satisfied. 
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The lexicographic order of edges is defined in the following way: Let A, B be two 
different edges, and let AAB denote their symmetric difference. A > B iff max(AAB)EA. 
3. Main theorem 
Among all the n-colored k-hypergraphs of a given size m, the hypergraph 
9 achieves its minimal shadow when 9 is chosen to be the_iirst m legal edges in 
the lexicographic order. 
4. Proof of main theorem 
Represent the hypergraph 9 as a set of vectors - each vector representing one 
edge of 9, in the following way: Let A be an edge of an n-colored k-hypergraph 
whose elements are numbered as described above. The vector representing 
A, VA=(V,,-l, . . . . VO) is an n-vector, k of its coordinates different from zero, defined by 
the following equalities: 
c-=0 if AnCVj=O, 
F=r+l if An??j=(rn+j). 
Let Z{n, k} denote the set of all n-vectors of integer coordinates, k of which are 
positive, (n-k) of which are zero. One can easily verify that the lexicographic ordering 
of edges induces the following ordering of vectors on Z(n, k} (denoted by >O). 
Let u,vEZ{n,k}, v=(v”-~ ,..., vO), u=(u,_~ ,..., Ug). Put E=E(V, U)= {j 1 Vj=Uj}. 
II>~U if there is j$E such that 
Vj>Ui for Vi$E, i>j, 
vj~Ui for ‘di$E, i< j. 
From now on 9 will be regarded as a family of vectors belonging to Z{ n, k}. 
Let us outline the proof. The proof will use double induction - on both n and k, the 
case k = 1 being trivial. The case n = k will serve as a basis for the induction. However, 
we will prove both cases (n = k and n > k) simultaneously, pointing out the differences 
as we continue. 
For every family 9 we will define a set of operations changing Y, having the 
following two properties: 
(1) The set of operations will be finite. 
(2) At the end of each operation the size of 9 will remain the same while the size of 
aY will not increase. Upon reaching the end of the set of operations the resulting 
family will be a fixed family with respect to the set of operations. If F is an initial set 
(i.e. consists of the first m vectors) in the lexicographic order no further discussion is 
needed. Otherwise there are a few sporadic settings that are analyzed one at a time in 
Section 6. 
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The set of operations 
Forintegers1,p,O~I~n-l,p~0defineZ{n,k;~,p}=(u~Z{n,k}~u~=p}.LetI~(r) 
be an initial set of size r with respect to the lexicographic order on Z { n, k; 1, p >. 
Let Y be a family of vectors in Z{n, k} and let I,0 < 1~ n- 1 be fixed. Define 
9~={u~P2(u~=p) and (~“l:,(=f~.Thus,Bis thedisjoint unionofF&,Yi,... . Let 
O,(F) be the union of Zk(&‘). 
Lemma 1. Starting with a family g one reaches after repeatedly applying the operation 
O,, jnitely many times, a family which is jixed under every 0,. 
Lemma 2. /a9 12 I ao,py I for every 1. 
5. Proof of lemmas 
Proof of Lemma 1. For UEZ (n, k} let )I u )I be the number of vectors WEZ{ n, k}, w <,,u. 
For9sZ{n,k}let IIYlI(=Cvs9 II u II. Clearly II O,(9) )I < II 9 11 and equality holds iff 
01(9)=F. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let 9 be a family of vectors. Define: 
a~~=~(ul,...,Ui-l,O,ui+l,...,uf,...,uI1)l 
3(u 1,...,Ui-l,Ui,Vi+l,..., Ul,...) U,)ES,Ui,V~#O,l~i~n,i#l}. 
al3={(u,, . . . . v~-~,o,U~+~ ,..., v,)I~(v~ ,... ,ul-l,uI, u~+~,...,V~)~~,~~Z~). 
For a fixed 1 there exists an A4 such that 9 = ufEO FL. Therefore 
On the other hand: 
and 
The following two inequalities prove the lemma: 
(a) 
O-4 fi aiz;(f;)Uaz:,(f;) d ij aiiquwh . 
p=1 I I p=1 
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The proof of (a) uses the fact that all the vectors (in both sides of the inequality) assume 
the same value in the I-th coordinate, and that the 8, operator ignores that very same 
coordinate. Induction on k gives the desired result. In order to prove (b) one must take 
into account that the sets al I;($), for different values of p, and aZb(j$ are all 
‘covered’ by the maximal set of them all (this fact can be easily verified). Therefore one 
must look at the maximal sets on both sides of the inequality. Now I#:) and F”:, are 
of the same size. Because of the special nature of the action of the al operator on the 
two sets of vectors, the induction hypothesis can be used on n. 0 
6. Fixed families 
Let F E 2 {n, k}, F = O,(9) for every 1. Assume that 9 is not initial with respect to 
the lexicographic ordering. Therefore there exist v~E.F and ~~$9 such that v~<~v~. 
One can assume that there does not exist a vg between the two, i.e. v2 <ov3<oo1. 
There are four different cases to be analyzed. In all four cases we will prove that 
either the case is impossible, or that there exists an F *, 1 F * I= 19 1, 119 * 11-c 119 II 
and la8*16laFl. 
Case A: n>2k. 
This is impossible due to the fact that the two vectors have a coordinate 1 with an 
equal entry - 0. Therefore O1(F)#S. 
In order to examine the ‘real’ cases one must look when two consecutive vectors do 
not have an equal coordinate. It suffices to check when the coordinate with the biggest 
value changes between the two vectors. Should there be more than one coordinate 
with the biggest value - the interesting coordinate is the left of them all. Therefore the 
cases are of the following three types: 
(i) Vi=(w,o,o )...) O,l,l)...) l), v2=(O,w,w ,...) w,o,o )...) 0). 
(ii) vi=(o,o )...) O,l,l)...) l,w+l), uz=(w,w )...) w,o,o )...) 0). 
(iii) v1=(0,0 )...) O,l,l)...) l,W,l,l)...) l), 
v~=(w-1,w-1)...) w-1,0,0 )...) o,w,w )...) w). 
Case B: n=2k. 
v1 and v2 are of either of the following two forms: 
(i) ul=(w,O,O, . ..) O,l,l)...) l)EF, 
v2=(O,w,w )..., w,o,o ,...) O)$F, w>l 
(ii) vl=(o,o ,...) O,l,l)...) l,w+l)EB, 
oz=(w,w )...) w,o,o ,...) O)$F, w> 1. 
In Case (i) if au,caP then laFl~la[(Fuvz)\vl]/. Define F*=(Fuv2)\u1. 
Otherwise assume (O,O, w, w, . . . , w,o,o,...,o)+a~,sO u=(o,o,w,w,...,~,i,o,o,...,o) 
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$9 and v <ovl. But v and vi have a coordinate with an equal entry. Therefore P is 
not a fixed family. 
In Case (ii) define v = (w, w, . , w, 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) continuing in the same manner as in 
Case (i). 
Case C: k<n<2k. 
v1 and v2 are of either of the following three forms: 
(i) v,=(w,O,O )...) O,l,l)...) l)EF, 
v2=(O,w,w )...) w,o,o )...) O)fjF, w>l. 
(ii) v,=(O,O )...) O,l,l)...) l,w+l)EF, 
vz=(w,w )...) w,o,o )...) O)$F, w> 1. 
(iii) v1=(0,0 )...) O,l,l)...) l,W,l,l)...) l)EF, 
v2=(w-l,w-l)...) w-1,0,0 )...) o,w,w )...) w)&F-, w>l. 
In Case (i) repeat the treatment of Case B(i) with v = (0, w, w, . . . , w, 0, 0, . . . , 0,l). 
In Case (ii) there are two different situations: n > k+ 1 and IZ= k+ 1. In the first 
situation we can repeat the treatment of Case B(i) with v = (w, w, . . . , w, O,O, . . . ,O, LO). 
In the second situation we arrive at the following setting: 
vi =(O, l,l, . ..) 1, w+ l)E9, vz=(w,w, . ..) w,O)&F-,w>l. 
Now there are three possibilities: 
(1) If av,~W, define F*=(Fuv2)\v1. 
(2) If au2 $&F, but at least one of the following k- 1 conditions holds: 
(1) (W,O,W,W,...,W,O)~as, 
(2) (W,W,O,W ,..., w,o)+as, 
(k-l) (w,w,w )...) w,o,o)$aF, 
then without loss of generality (w, 0, w, w, . . , w, O)@F implying v = (w, 1, w, w, . . , w, 0)&F-, 
but v and vi have a coordinate with an equal entry, hence 9 is not a fixed family. 
(3) If none of the k - 1 conditions stated in (2) holds then (0, w, w, w, . . . , w, O)$W 
implying (1, w, w, w, . , w, O)$F. Let us look at the pair v 1, v2 with the largest w sat- 
isfying the conditions v~EF-, ~~$97. Assume the existence of v>,vl, VEF. Hence 
(l,O, 1, 1, . . . , 1, w + 1)~9-, but (1, w, w, . . , w, O).$g. The two vectors have an equal left 
coordinate. Hence 9 is not a fixed family. Therefore one can assume the inexistence of 
such a v. Therefore v l is the only vector in 9 with the entry w + 1 in its right-most 
coordinate, so la(F\v,)l<lW~. 
On the other hand lav,\aSI=l, and so la[(Fuv2)\vl]l<laPl. Define 
~*=(P-uv~)\v~. 
Case (iii) is solved along the lines of Case (ii). 
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Case D: n=k. 
u1 and uz are of either of the following two forms: 
(i) ui =(l, 1, . ..) l,w+ l)EF, 
uz=(w,w )...) w,w)$F, w>l. 
(ii) ur=(l,l, . ..) 1, w,l, 1, . ..) l)E9, 
uz=(w-l,w-l)..., w-l,w,w )...) w)$Y, w>l. 
In (i) there are three alternatives: 
Case Dl: If the following k conditions hold: 
(1) (O,w,w,...,w) 
(2) (w,O,w, . . ..w) 
Ecw 
(k-1) 
: 1 
(w )..., W,O,w) 
(k) (w,...,w,wO) 
then &J,GCW. Furthermore, CI~,C~(~\U,). So laFj>la[(Fuu2)\uI]~. Define 
~-*‘(9-UU~)\Ui. 
Case D2: If at least one of the conditions (1) - (k - 1) does not hold assume without 
loss of generality that it is the first one. Therefore (O,w, w, . . . . w)#CW. So 
u=(l,w, . ..) w)$F(kB2). But then u and u1 have a coordinate with an equal entry. 
Therefore 9 is not a fixed family. 
Case D3: If conditions (l)-(k - 1) hold but (w, . . . , w, w, O)$W then observe the 
pair ui, v2 with the largest w satisfying these conditions. If ~9, u>~u~, then 
for every u* satisfying u,<~u*<~u,u*E.P. Because (w,...,w,w,O)#W we have 
J$=(w,w, . ..) w,i)~~forl,<i~w+l.Notethaty,+,>,u,.Nowwemustlookattwo 
different cases: 
(1) If in the set ~={(v/u~~,u>~u~} there exists a U’ satisfying la9l>la(P\u’)l 
then there are two possibilities. u’ being of the form u’=(u;, u;, . . . . u;_ i, w+ l), the 
first possibility is that (u;, o;, . . . . vi_ 1 ,O)@(F\u') implying (vi, u;, . . . . u;_ i, 1)&E 
Once again 9 is not a fixed family. 
The second possibility is that without loss of generality (0, u;, . . . , vi_ 1, w + l)$ 
a(F\u’). Replace U’ by y,=uz and then la[(Fuu2)\u']l=la(9\u')l+lGja9/. 
Define ~*=(~LJo~)\u’. 
(2) If there does not exist a u’ satisfying laFl>la(P\u')l then every y&9 has 
at least two ‘sources’ in 9. Therefore {(l,l,..., l,w+l) ,..., (2,2 ,..., 2,w+l)}c%. 
Furthermore: 
U,w,w, . . ..w.il) 
(w,Lw ,..., w,b) 
i 
EF 
(w,w, ..., w l,Ll) J 
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with ij<w for j-1,2,..., k- 1. Had it not been so one can exchange vectors 
from 3 with vectors from the above set by applying O1 for a suitable 1. Therefore 
la(Y13Y2, ...? y,)\W\=l. s o adding the w vectors y,, y,, . . . , y, to 9 increases 
the shadow of 5 by only one vector. 
Let us now look at the set 2”: 2={v~Flu= (l,l,...,l,~,w+l),~~Z+}. Then 
&‘#@I because (l,l, . . . . 1,w+l)~~,andl~~dwbecause(1,1,..., l,w+l,w+l) >. 
y,+,~~Itisobviousthat~~~\~(8\~)~31,because(1,1,...,1,O,w+l)~~(~\~). 
Define 9*={yl,y2,...,y,,,} u 9\Z, and now \9*1>w+l~_l-w=l9_l, and 
li3~*~<)a9_1+1-1=laB1. Omit the highest ‘extra’ elements from 9*, thus ap- 
proaching the desired situation: 19 *I = I B 1, I i3F * I < I aF I. From the way 9 * was 
built it is obvious that II 9 * II < II 9 II. 
Case (ii) is solved like case (i) using similar arguments. 
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